Abstract. The SQL conditional expression is not a constant expression, making it impossible to judge its legitimacy through the final value. However, there exists one alternative way where the elements in expression should be identified first to obtain the corresponding postfix data type expression, and the algorithms of SQL data types should be set to evaluate the postfix expression, then we can judge the syntactic legitimacy of the conditional expression in accordance with the final results. Tests conducted in this research have proved that this method can effectively validate the legitimacy of the SQL conditional expression and significantly serve for custom query and data analysis patterns.
Introduction
The SQL-Select is very powerful in statistics and analysis. However, its users are confined to professionals who are knowledgeable in structures and relationship within database, and proficient in Select instructions, hence the ordinary users can obtain data merely through integrated reports. In this context, various requirements of data analysis are far more difficult to meet. However, there is one means available where users need to define query choices and query conditions according to their need, meanwhile programs themselves should interpret data dependency, the legitimacy of query logic and query conditions, as well as submit the query instruction. The research focuses on the syntax validation of the SQL conditional expression.
Model of Syntax Validation
The SQL-Select conditional expression is an infix expression which comprises of three valid elements, namely, operand, operator and delimiter, such as "(student.sex='M' and student.age<20) or score. grade>80", or more complex form. To be specific, the operand consists of database fields and the feature data; the operator includes different types involving arithmetical, relational, logic and reference type; delimiter contains left parenthesis, right parenthesis and so on. The conditional expression must conform to the SQL syntax rules in order to be correctly interpreted [1] . The syntax rules of conditional expression include legitimate elements, matching parenthesis, legitimate operation and valid logic final value etc.
However, the conditional expression is not necessarily constant expression, making it impossible to validate its legitimacy through evaluating the final value. Despite of this, researches have found this validation actually can be achieved if the three works are done: the operands within the conditional expression are replaced by the corresponding data type; algorithms of SQL data types are established and the final value of postfix data type expressions is evaluated. The model can be shown as Figure 1 . 
Expression Recognition
In essence, the SQL conditional expression is a sequence of characters, marked by delimiter, operator and separator. In accordance with certain rules of recognition, elements in expressions can be identified and interpreted in turn [2] [3] . Attention: (1) the space character and the tab character out of "''" or "{}" are generally deletable separators; (2) character "." out of "''" is the reference operator of table and its fields, or the decimal point in real number; (3) If the nearest valid element before "+" or "-" is not an operand, it should be regarded as an unary operator; (4) If operators overlap like ">", ">=" and "=", they should be matched from long to short; (5) characters like "'" and "{" or "}"should be identified in pairs and in order, and the corresponding elements are either types of text or types of date time. Date time constants include connectors like "/", "-", ":" and there are specific requirements for their formats. In the procedure of identifying elements, the legitimacy of elements should also be verified. Legitimate and valid elements embrace table name, field name, operator, delimiter and feature data. Once invalid elements are recognized, there will appear a prompt, and the validation will stop immediately.
It demands defining the information about database fields first, which will be the gist for judging the validity of the database table name and the field name, shown as Table 1 . Broad data categories are used to identify the operations that fields can participate in. Field types of SQL such as char(n), varchar(n), varchar(max) and text belong to text; nchar(n), nvarchar(n), nvarchar(max) and ntext belong to ntext; tinyint, smallint, int and bigint belong to bigint; decimal(p,s), numeric(p,s), smallmoney, money, float(n) and real belong to real; datetime, datetime2, smalldatetime and datetimeoffset belong to datetime, while date and time are themselves in their broad categories respectively. Table 2 presents the basic operators and delimiter of SQL. As it is shown, the smaller the priority is, the higher the rank is; Alternate characters are set to distinguish various meaning and priorities on the same operator. The operators "in", "between and" can be equal to the combination of basic relational and logic operation [4] . The following procedures based on features of the first character can help to identify elements in expressions.
(1) If the first character is a separator, it should be cut out and discarded; (2) If the first character is "("or")", it should be cut out then used as a valid delimiter; (3) If the first character is an operator or its initial character, identify its validity, cut out it as operator or not if it's invalid; (4) If the first character is "'" or "{", try to find the first unescaped "'" or "}" in sequence. Once find, cut out the substring from sequence and regard them as constant of text or date/time. If not find, it indicates the expression is not legitimate; (5) If the first character is a digit, try to find the first character of non-numeric type in sequence, excluding ".". Once find, cut out the substring from sequence and regard it as constant of numeric type; (6) If the first character is a Chinese character or a letter, try to find the first operator or separator or delimiter or "'" or "{", Once find, cut out the substring from sequence and regard them as database table name or field name or else.
(7) If the first character is different from what mentioned above, thus the expression is not legitimate;
(8) The judgment criteria over elements identified in (4), (5), (6) are naming rules, constitute rules and the inherent information list. If it is legitimate, identify the next one; or the expression is not legitimate.
Finally, classify and store all the legitimate elements in the expression to make it easy in future retrieval and solution. Set N as the number of valid elements, These four sets united together represent the SQL infix expression, and the member will be placed NULL when the expressions without corresponding element.
Postfix Data Type Expression
The following procedures are used to obtain the postfix data type expression corresponding to the SQL conditional expression [5] . The operand is replaced by its data type. Table 1 .
③. Any element coming from data [N] is a feature data. Type of constant can be interpreted into one among different types below according to the context and the structural features of the element. They are text type （"text", "ntext"） , numerical type ("bigint", "real") and date/time type ("datetime", "date", "time"). In numerical type, an element with decimal belongs to "real", or "bigint" if not. In text type, if it is feasible to identify the type of operand operated in priority with this element, then choose its type, or else choose one from "text" or "ntext". Date/time type is identified by observing whether "/", "-" and ":" appear in elements at the same time. If the element is other systematic or self-defined value, convert it to the broad category on the basis of definition types. Such postfix expression consists of data type identifiers and operator, with parentheses matching and priorities analyzed simultaneously. For instance, the postfix expression of "(student.sex='M' and student.age<20) or score.score>80" is "table ntext . ntext = table bigint . bigint < and table real . bigint > or".
Syntax Validation

Algorithms of SQL Data types
To evaluate the postfix data type expression, defining the algorithms of SQL data types is required as the basis of evaluating and validating. Such algorithms, as shown in Table 3 , covers all the basic data types of SQL, self-defined data types, basic operators, operations in the data type and types of operating results. Among self-defined data types, "table" stands for the type of table; and "logic", the type of logic. The following table set ">" as an example, which is the same with the other relational operator in Table 2 . 
Evaluation and Validation
The following procedures, similar to what have been mentioned in evaluating the postfix constant expression, are designed for three proposes: to evaluate the postfix data type expression; to validate the legitimacy of the operation in conditional expression, and to validate the final logic value [6] [7] . ② If the corresponding relations of operands and the operator appears in Table 3 , then put the corresponding result type into datastack[j]; if not, this operation must violate the rules, prompt its illegitimacy and stop here; ③ Set i=i+1, then turn to the second step. This algorithm transfers the process of evaluating postfix expression to operating data type expression, making it possible to validating the syntactic legitimacy of the SQL conditional expression based on the final results.
Validation Tests
Set the below an legitimate example: "table ntext . ntext = table bigint . bigint < and table real . bigint > or". Here are the procedures of validation.
(1) Take the first element from the above expression, "table", then push it into stack, datastack [1] =table;
(2) Take the second element, "ntext", then push it into stack, datastack [2] =ntext; (3) Take the third, ".", then pop off "ntext" and "table" from datastack [2] and datastack [1] separately. Both operator and operands are in accordance with Table 3 . Push the result into stack, datastack [1] =ntext; (4) Take the fourth, "ntext", then push it into stack, datastack [2] =ntext; (5) Take the fifth, "=", then pop off "ntext" and "ntext" from datastack [2] and datastack [1] separately. Both operator and operands are in accordance with Table 3 (like ">"). Push the result into stack, datastack [1] =logic; (6) Take the sixth, "table", then push it into stack, datastack [2] =table; (7) Take the seventh, "bigint", then push it into stack, datastack [3] =bigint; (8) Take the eighth, ".", pop off "bigint" and "table" from datastack [3] and datastack [2] separately. Both operator and operands are in accordance with Table 3 . Push the result into stack, datastack [2] =bigint; (9) Take the ninth, "bigint", then push it into stack, datastack [3] =bigint; (10) Take "<", pop off "bigint" and "bigint" from datastack [3] and datastack [2] separately. Both operator and operands are in accordance with Table 3 (like ">"). Push the result into stack, datastack [2] =logic; (11) Take "and", pop off "logic" and "logic" from datastack [2] and datastack [1] separately. Both operator and operands are in accordance with Table 3 . Push the result into stack, datastack [1] =logic; (12) Take "table", then push it into stack, datastack [2] =table; (13) Take "real", then push it into stack, datastack [3] =real; (14) Take ".", pop off "real" and "table" from datastack [3] and datastack [2] separately. Both operator and operands are in accordance with Table 3 . Push the result into stack, datastack [2] =real; (15) Take "bigint", then push it into stack, datastack [3] =bigint; (16) Take ">", pop off "bigint" and "real" from datastack [3] and datastack [2] separately. Both operator and operands are in accordance with Table 3 . Push the result into stack, datastack [2] =logic; (17) Take the last element, "or", pop off "logic" and "logic" from datastack [2] and datastack [1] separately. Both operator and operands are in accordance with Table 3 . Push the result into stack, datastack [1] =logic; (18) The operation upon postfix expression ends here. It is shown that only datastack [1] is left in stack with its value being "logic". Therefore, such conditional expression abides by the syntactic rules of SQL.
Parentheses are matched successfully on another illegitimate expression "student .age > ( 20 + student .score > ) 60", whose postfix data type expression is "table bigint . bigint table real . > + bigint >". Here are the procedures of validation:
(2) Take the second, "bigint", then push it into stack, datastack [2] =bigint;
Conclusion
Tests performed in this research have proved that such method can effectively validate the legitimacy of the SQL conditional expression, and have an extensive application potential in custom query and data analysis patterns. In current, this works' attention focuses on the basic data types and operators, but will shift to more challenging syntax validation of conditional expression where the data type is more complicate and matches are ambiguous in the future.
